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Quantum Dots medium is done to study their gain dynamics. The Quantum
well, Quantum Dashes and Dots medium are modeled using rate equations which
govern carrier concentration in different levels. The effect of medium on the
applied field and vice versa is studied by integrating rate equations with ADE
(auxiliary differential equations)-FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) by
means of electromagnetic polarization represented by a Lorentzian function. A
time domain sequencing algorithm, consistent in time and space discretization
is proposed for the modeling. The General algorithm is used to discretize ADE
polarization equations of quantum well, dots and dashes medium. A coupled
electromagnetic and active device model for these media is proposed to study
both wave and material dynamics of the medium. A coupled model for Quantum
Dots and Quantum Dashes medium is not reported so far, this thesis work is an
attempt to make such a coupled model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since their inception the semiconductor optical amplifiers and lasers have
undergone incredible amount of changes. The first semiconductor lasers were
to operate at cryogenic temperatures and since then the optical amplifiers and
lasers have evolved to heterostructure and to quantum semiconductors. With
recent advances and flourishing of nano-photonics a lot of development has taken
place in the area of directly controlling and manipulating light-matter interaction
and to engineer opto-electronic properties of the semiconductor medium for light
attenuation, gain and phase shift. Considerable amount of progress is being
made in the engineering of optical amplifier medium and structures [1] and in
quantum confined active semiconductor gain amplifiers with reduced dimensions
1
2as in quantum wells [2], quantum dots [3] and quantum dashes or quantum wires
[4].
Theoretical comprehension of the processes in optical amplifier with semiconduc-
tor gain medium in combination with numerical modeling of the semiconductor
gain media is becoming the key aspect to study the process dynamics of semi-
conductor optical amplifier. Many elements of paramount importance have been
extracted from nano-science and hence the numerical modeling of optical semi-
conductor amplifiers has become even more valuable and indispensable tool in
understanding the various opto-electronics properties of sub-systems involved.
The non linear properties and the complex nature of the coupled rate equations
involved governing the nature of the gain medium makes the problem of mod-
eling the gain medium difficult. It is evident that the numerical modeling of
semiconductor optical amplifier plays a very important role in development of
new structures, improvement of existing designs and introduction of novel con-
cepts of optical amplifiers. In this work the modeling of optical semiconductor
amplifiers with quantum well, quantum dot and quantum dash as gain media
will be analyzed and studied.
31.1 Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
A semiconductor optical amplifier(SOA) is an amplifier in which amplification
takes place because of semiconductor gain medium. It is like Laser diode without
the mirrors that form the cavity. The signal enters the amplifier through single
mode waveguide. The amplification medium of SOA is pumped electrically or
optically for amplification to take place. The pumping creates a certain amount
of carrier density in the conduction band which allows for the transition between
conduction band to valance band. The gain occurs when the energy of the
photon is just enough to simulate the transition of electron from conduction to
valance band and maximum gain occurs when photon energies are slightly above
the band gap [5].
1.2 Quantum Structures
1.2.1 Quantum Well
A quantum well is a thin layer which can confine (quasi-)particles (typically
electrons or holes) in the dimension perpendicular to the layer surface, whereas
the movement in the other dimensions is not restricted. This confinement is
4called as quantum effect. It has heavy effects on the density of states of the
confined particles.
1.2.2 Quantum Dash and Quantum Dot
Low dimensional structures, such as quantum dashes [6; 7] and quantum dots [8],
have shown enhanced optical performance in comparison with bulk and quan-
tum well devices. Because of their large differential gain, ∂g
∂N
[9], and large inho-
mogeneously broadened spectrum, enhanced features such as a small linewidth
enhancement factor, a low threshold current density, a large saturation power
and ultra-fast gain recovery times [10] have been demonstrated. The strength
of quantum dash and quantum dot semiconductors is the possibility to control
material properties directly by geometric parameters such as dot or dash size,
without changing the material composition or the macroscopic layer design. This
new design parameters allow to tailor and combine material properties that are
not possible with conventional technologies. For optoelectronic device applica-
tions, dot/dash-like structures allow to have a certain control on single-particle
processes, like electronhole recombination or carrier relaxation processes, which
has a big impact on the carrier dynamics and high speed properties of devices.
Applications Dashes/Dots
5• The oldest application of quantum dots is the formation of beautiful colors
in stained glasses, e.g. in church windows etc.
• Quantum dots/dashes make possible the fabrication of laser diodes with
very low threshold pump power and with low temperature sensitive thresh-
old current density.
• Quantum dots/dashes can be used in white light-emitting diodes (LEDs):
they are excited with a blue or near-ultraviolet LED and emit e.g. red and
green light (acting as a kind of phosphor), so that overall a white color
tone is achieved.
• In semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs), quantum dots/dashes
can serve as absorbers with a very low saturation fluence. Such quantum
dots/dashes absorbers can also be contained in a glass matrix.
• Quantum dots/dashes can be parts of very sensitive photodetectors, and
in the future they may function in efficient photovoltaic cells.
• In the context of quantum cryptography, quantum dots can serve as single-
photon emitters.
• Quantum dots might also be suitable for performing quantum computa-
tions.
61.3 Numerical Techniques Used
The experimental approach for the electromagnetic analysis of light matter in-
teraction is complicated and installation of equipments and their setup incurs
huge cost. Moreover it is very difficult to experimentally measure all the possi-
ble outcomes of the system under test. As the computational power is rapidly
increasing the numerical methods are becoming more efficient and accurate and
hence the these methods are becoming more popular among researchers and
scientists. Once the numerical model of any system is perfected, it can be used
as good as the experimental model. However it is does not undermines the im-
portance of the experimental analysis because the numerical models efficacy is
validated with metric of experimental model.
1.3.1 Overview
In general numerical techniques are used in electromagnetics to solve Ordinary
Differential Equations (ODE) and partial Differential Equations (PDE). A nu-
merical method is selected for modeling of system based on its computational
complexity and accuracy of the results. Some well-known electromagnetic nu-
merical techniques or methods are : Method Of Lines (MOL), Finite Difference
7Time Domain (FDTD) method, Beam Propagation Method (BPM), Finite El-
ement Method, Monte Carlo Method, etc [11]. In this work we will use FDTD
method.
1.3.2 The FDTD Method
The Finite Difference Time Domain(FDTD) Method is one of the widely used
computational electrodynamics modeling techniques. It is time domain method
due to which it covers wide range of frequency. The FDTD central difference
discretization method for Maxwell’s equations for first time was presented by
Yee in 1966 [12]. Since then it has been used increasingly owing to its simplic-
ity and implementation ease. The FDTD method is such a powerful technique
that its applications range from microwaves like, antennas, digital interconnects,
radar signature technology, biomedical imaging, wireless communications de-
vices, photonic crystals, biophotonics, solitons and nanoplasmonics [13]. Some
of the important advantages and disadvantages of FDTD method are
Advantages
• Implementation ease and efficient for homogeneous medium.
• Treats material non-linearity naturally.
8• Well developed Absorbing boundary conditions(ABC).
• Well developed Source Implementation.
• It is a traditional tool in industry.
Disadvantages
• Cannot resolve very small details.
• Poor representation of curved boundaries.
1.4 Literature Review
Quantum Dashes/Dots are semiconductor nanostructures with many applica-
tions across the industries. The traditional semiconductors were evolved because
of their ability to alter electrical conductivity by external stimulus of voltage or
current. The quantum Dashes/Dots have all properties of traditional semicon-
ductors and in addition to that they have the advantages of small size, fast
response time, more efficient and the main difference is the peak emission fre-
quency of quantum Dashes/Dots are sensitive to size and composition [14; 15].
Quantum confinement occurs when one or more dimensions of the quantum
9structures approaches Exciton Bohr radius. The concept of conduction band,
valence band and energy level still holds no longer the energy levels can be
treated as continuous-they must be discrete as reported in [14; 15].
The laser with quantum well as active region was first proposed by [16]. This
laser has following advantages over traditional lasers
• The confinement and nature of the electronic density of states result in
more efficient devices operating at lower threshold currents than lasers
with bulk active layers.
• The laser threshold current density can be reduced by decreasing the thick-
ness of the active layer.
• Discrete energy levels gives the ability of tuning the resultant wavelength
of material.
• Quantum well thickness depends on spacing between energy levels. The
tunning can be achieved by changing the thickness of the well.
The inefficiencies in the quantum well lasers were removed by using new ma-
terial growth capabilities such as molecular beam epitaxy in 1980’s [17; 18].
Since it is possible to tune quantum Dashes/Dots structures in two/three di-
mensions tuning capability is higher than quantum well structures as proposed
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in [19]. Quantum Dashes/Dots were proved to be more important and beneficial
in comparison with quantum well structures because of low threshold current
density, insensitivity of threshold current density over temperature, enhanced
differential gain, high spectral purity [18].
A lot of research has been done in modeling of gain materials owing to their im-
portance. A paper by Nagra and York [20] was one of the first to model absorb-
ing and gain medium with ADE-FDTD, they used fully explicit discretization
of the four level and two level rate equations to avoid complexities. In [21] the
nonlinear-optical waveguides gate operations of femto second pulses have been
studies for the first time exploiting the saturation inter-subband absorption at
1.55 µ m in quantum wells of nitride. ADE-FDTD is used as the numerical
method to study the ultra fast dynamics (1 Tb/s) of the gate operation for
discretization of three level quantum rate equations proving the efficacy of the
ADE-FDTD method at very high speed operations.
The dynamics of silicon based photonics [22] devices is modeled accurately by
using ADE-FDTD . In this paper [22] the electromagnetic polarization is used
to couple the quantum rate equation model (representing the material nonlinear
properties) and classical electromagnetic wave model. The dynamics of light
amplification and spontaneous emission have been analyzed with nanocrystals
11
(silicon) as active medium. The paper [23] is extension of [22] where the simula-
tions tools were developed for different Si-nc (silicon nano crystal) structures and
[24] is another example where PhCs are modeled with ADE-FDTD. In the paper
[25] the use of ADE-FDTD is extended for the study of micro cavity optical res-
onators and photonic nano crystals with defects and Arnold and Ziolkowski [26]
presented a different approach using Maxwell-Bloch equation using ADE-FDTD
method for micro resonators. In [27] the concept of modeling quantum well is
extended to Cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) to study the circular polarization
effect and amplification of light as it passes through CLC.
The paper [28] discusses about the theoretical techniques including the semicon-
ductor Bloch equations to include dispersive and absorptive (or gain) behavior
of medium using different polarization for each behavior and [29] is one of the
first papers to introduce gain in Maxwell’s equation using negative conductivity.
The concept of introducing gain through negative conductivity and inclusion of
gain saturation is extended to PhCs by Gallager, Wolfram and Payne in [30].
The papers [31; 32] describes the quantum well gain as logarithmic function [33]
for gain dynamics analysis of a PhC with polarization independce. The effects
homogeneous broadening of optical gain on quantum dot laser optical spectrum
is proposed and discussed in [34]. A theoretical model of properties of quantum
dots in linear and saturated region is presented in [35]. An expression for the
12
optical gain spectrum is derived for quantum dot. The modeling concept of
quantum dot is extended to quantum dashes, which are difficult to model and
study in [36]. In 2010 Khan [37] presented a numerical model to analyze the dy-
namics of carrier concentrations in InAs/InP quantum dash laser. It also include
the effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening of lasing spectra.
1.5 Thesis Objective
The objective of the thesis is to study and analyze the gain dynamics of Quan-
tum Well, Quantum Dots and Quantum Dashes using Finite Difference Time
Domain(ADE-FDTD) simulation technique. Objectives are enumerated as fol-
lows,
• To survey the literature on the nature of Quantum Well, Quantum Dots
and Quantum wires as gain medium.
• To study rate equation modeling of Quantum Well, Quantum Dots and
Quantum Wires.
• To Formulate FDTD equations to include gain in the propagation media
(Quantum Well, Quantum Dots and Quantum Dashes) using Auxiliary
13
Differential Equation (ADE) and general algorithm [38] with two dimen-
sional Maxwell’s equations.
• To use developed multidimensional simulator to study and analyze time
and frequency domain dynamics.
• To extract important results.
1.6 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows
• Chapter 1 describes the objective of the thesis.
• Chapter 2 elucidates the theory on the nature of the quantum structures
(well, dots and wires) as gain medium.
• Chapter 3 explains the numerical computational method (ADE-FDTD)
which will be used to solve material rate equations and Maxwell’s equa-
tions. It also discusses about the stability constraints and dispersion issues
of FDTD, ADE and ADE-FDTD.
• Chapter 4 is about the rate equation modeling of these quantum structures
(quantum well, quantum dots and quantum wires).
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• Chapter 5 discusses the results of the models developed.
• Chapter 6 gives a prospect view about the possible extensions of this thesis
as future work.
Chapter 2
Theory Of Quantum Structures
15
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2.1 Quantum Well
A quantum well is often realized with a thin layer of a semiconductor medium,
embedded between other semiconductor layers of wider bandgap (examples:
GaAs quantum well embedded in AlGaAs, or InGaAs in GaAs). The thick-
ness of such a quantum well is typically 5 to 20nm. Such thin layers can be
fabricated with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganic chemical va-
por deposition (MOCVD). Both electrons and holes can be confined in semi-
conductor quantum wells. In optically pumped semiconductor lasers ( vertical
external-cavity surface-emitting lasers), most pump radiation may be absorbed
in the layers around the quantum wells, and the generated carriers are captured
by the quantum wells thereafter.
If a quantum well is subject to strain, as can be caused by a slight lattice
mismatch (e.g., for InGaAs quantum wells in GaAs), the electronic states are
further modified, which can even be useful in laser diodes.Semiconductor quan-
tum wells are often used in the active regions (gain medium) of laser diodes. If
a large amount of optical gain or absorption is required, multiple quantum wells
(MQWs) can be used, with a spacing typically chosen large enough to avoid
overlap of the corresponding wave functions [39].
17
Figure 2.1: Band model for a quantum well.
A band energy diagram for a typical quantum well structure is shown in the
figure(2.1). Where ∆Ec and ∆Ev are band edges of conduction and valence band
respectively at heterojunction. Ecn and Evn (n = 0, 1, 2, ....) are the quantized
energy levels in conduction and valence band respectively. Etr is the transition
energy between two energy levels of conduction and valence band and Efc and
Evc are the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons and holes in conduction and valence
band. Eg is the band gap between conduction and valence band.
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Figure 2.2: Density of states of Bulk material(3D) Quantum Well(2D), Quantum
Dash(1D) and Quantum Dot(0D) .
The density of states (DOS) as function of energy for quantum well, dash and
dot is shown in the figure(2.2).
2.2 Quantum Dash
A quantum dash is an elongated nanostructure whose cross section is similar to
that of a shallow quantum dot and confines the electrons or other carriers in two
dimensions. One dimensional quantum dashes are of significant interest because
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they have intermediate properties between two dimensional quantum well and
one dimensional quantum dot and also they can be made to operate at 1.55µm
wavelength easily [40]. Lot of research has been done in the recent past on InP
based quantum dashes because of their possible applications in communications,
networking and long wavelength tunning [37].
Figure 2.3: Quantum Dash structure.
The figure(2.3) shows the details of quantum dash structure . The non-uniformity
in the dimensions of the Dash can be seen clearly.
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Figure 2.4: Quantum Dashes Gaussian weighted quantum wire-like density of
states (DOS).
The figure(2.4) depicts the density of state diagram of a quantum dash structure.
The DOS function resembles quantum wire and there is an overlap between DOS
of different dash groups unlike quantum dot structure.
2.3 Quantum Dot
A quantum dot is a very small structure, which can confine electrons or other
carriers in all three dimensions. The quantum dot quantum mechanically con-
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fines electrons analogous to an electron in a box. It totally changes the density
of states for the confined particles, compared with the density of states for par-
ticles in a larger piece of the material. For an ideal isolated quantum dot, there
are discrete energy levels, corresponding to a delta-shaped density of states with
no states in between the delta peaks. Such a behavior is known from atoms; in
this sense, quantum dots can be considered as a kind of artificial atoms where
the energy levels can be adjusted by design, e.g. by controlling the quantum
dot dimensions or the material composition. In reality, large ensembles of quan-
tum dots are normally used, and their size distribution leads to a somewhat
smeared-out density of states, i.e. to inhomogeneous broadening.
Quantum dots can be fabricated from semiconductors. This can even acci-
dentally happen when thin quantum wells are fabricated with molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) or metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), where
some fluctuations of the thickness can occur. Under certain conditions (Stran-
skiKrastanov growth of a lattice-mismatched material on some substrate, e.g.
InAs on GaAs), quantum dots can be grown in a self-organized fashion, so that
they acquire more consistent sizes and distribution. Subsequently, they are often
overgrown with the substrate material. Typical dimensions of the often pyra-
midally shaped quantum dots are of the order of 5 to 20 nm; quantum dots are
therefore considered to be a topic of nanotechnology. Their density can be of the
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order of 109 dots per square centimeter. In most cases, a large number of dots
are simultaneously used in a device, although some quantum optics experiments
require single quantum dots.
Figure 2.5: Quantum Dots Gaussian weighted delta function density of states
(DOS).
The DOS of quantum dot resembles Delta function as shown in the figure(2.5).
Recently quantum Dot have attracted much attention because of the significant
improvement they have shown over multiple quantum well structures because of
small structure, fast carrier dynamics [40] and potential benefits such as a lower
and temperature insensitive threshold current.
Chapter 3
ADE-FDTD Solution Method
3.1 FDTD Method Introduction
There are many methods available for the modeling of electromagnetic waves
propagation in a medium. The methods available offer different modeling capa-
bilities. The accuracy of these methods depends on the approximations used to
simplify the Maxwell’s equations. The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
method is very powerful method for the numerical simulations of electromag-
netic waves because it depends on direct spatial and temporal discretization of
the differential equations .The FDTD technique offers appropriate and most ac-
curate level of dynamic analysis for the ultrashort phenomena in optoelectronic,
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plasmonics and photonic systems [41].
3.2 Yee’s Mesh
Figure 3.1: Yee’s Spatial Grid Distribution of Fields
Yee’s 3-Dimensional grid was proposed for structured lattices and it requires
three orthogonal meshes for the electric and magnetic field as shown in figure
(3.1). It positions electric field (E) and magnetic field H components at the
centers of the grid lines and surfaces such that each E component is surrounded
by four H components, and vice versa. This provides a neat and simple image
of 3-dimensional space being filled by interlinked arrays of Ampere’s law and
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Faraday’s law contours. It can clearly be seen that H components associated with
the magnetic flux are linked with the E loops and the E components associated
with the displacement current flux are linked with the H loops.
In this work Maxwell’s equations are solved in two dimension for the gain dy-
namics analysis and in two dimensions they are reduced as
For Transverse Electric (TE) mode
∂Ex
∂t
=
1

∂Hz
∂y
∂Ey
∂t
= −1

∂Hz
∂x
∂Hz
∂t
=
1
µ
(
∂Ex
∂y
− ∂Ey
∂x
)
(3.1)
For Transverse Magnetic (TM) mode
∂Hx
∂t
= − 1
µ
∂Ez
∂y
∂Hy
∂t
=
1
µ
∂Ez
∂x
∂Ez
∂t
=
1

(
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂Hx
∂y
)
(3.2)
The partial spatial derivatives in (3.1) can be approximated by a central dif-
ference approximation in space by utilizing Yee’s spatial gridding scheme the
discretization is as follows
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∂Ex
∂t
=
1

Hz(i, j)−Hz(i, j − 1)
∆y
∂Ey
∂t
= −1

Hz(i, j)−Hz(i− 1, j)
∆x
∂Hz
∂t
=
1
µ
(
Ex(i, j + 1)− Ex(i, j)
∆y
− Ey(i+ 1, j)− Ey(i, j)
∆x
)
(3.3)
Figure 3.2: Leap Frog Scheme: The Temporal Scheme of FDTD Method
Central differencing in time for solving the E and H components is exploited
again by the Yee’s algorithm by using a leapfrog scheme as shown in figure(3.2).
Utilizing the previously computed values of E and the newly computed H field
data, all E components in the modeled space are computed and stored in memory
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for use in the next cycle. Similarly at each step, previously obtained H and the
newly updated E are used to calculate the new H. This process continues until
the time-stepping is completed [13].
Application of Central Difference approximation scheme to the (3.2) results in
following set of equations
En+1x (i+ 1/2, j)− Enx (i+ 1/2, j)
∆t
=
1

H
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2)−Hn+1/2z (i+ 1/2, j − 1/2)
∆y
(3.4)
En+1y (i+ 1/2, j)− Eny (i+ 1/2, j)
∆t
= −1

H
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2)−Hn+1/2z (i− 1/2, j + 1/2)
∆x
(3.5)
H
n+1/2
z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2)−Hn−1/2z (i+ 1/2, j + 1/2)
∆t
=
1
µ
(
Enx (i, j + 1)− Enx (i, j)
∆y
− E
n
y (i+ 1, j)− Eny (i, j)
∆x
)
(3.6)
The stability and dispersion conditions of these equations is discussed in the
section (3.4).
3.3 Auxiliary Differential Equation (ADE)
The FDTD [12] is computationally powerful due to its simplicity and imple-
mentation ease. However the FDTD is applicable only to non-dispersive and
isotropic medium. In case of metals, non-linear and gain materials the medium
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is non-isotropic and dispersive and hence just FDTD is not sufficient for accurate
modeling. Hence FDTD should be modified to simulate such medium.
There are two types of interactions between electromagnetic radiation and atoms
of the medium. First is the medium effect on the field and second is the field
effect on the parameters describing the medium properties. As the electromag-
netic field propagates in the medium it induces time varying dipole moment
in the atoms comprising medium. The atoms which are oscillating in response
to the field lose energy by radiative or non-radiative process. The total field
inside the medium is sum of field in the medium due to external source and
fields which atoms of the medium radiates in response to the external source.
Therefore total field inside the medium can be attenuated, amplified or phase
shifted by the medium . Such type of medium response can be represented using
electromagnetic polarization. The different parameters in polarization function
represents various characteristics of the medium.
P (ω) =
a
b+ jcω − dω2E (ω) (3.7)
Where is P (ω) is electromagnetic polarization, E (ω) is frequency dependent
electric field and a, b, c and d are the polarization parameters. This material
behavior can be incorporated in FDTD by either by recursive convolution (RC)
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[42] or by Auxiliary Differential Equations (ADE) [13; 43].
In this work we will use Auxiliary Differential Equations (ADE) method. In
ADE method the electromagnetic polarization which describes relation between
electric field intensity and electric flux density is transformed from frequency
domain to time domain as
bP (t) + cP
′
(t) + dP
′′
(t) = aE (t) (3.8)
equation (3.8) is called as auxiliary differential equation (ADE). which is then
discretized accordingly to use it along with FDTD for solving maxwell’s equa-
tion. The Figure(4.1) in chapter 4 shows the integration of polarization into the
Maxwell’s equations.
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3.4 Stability and Dispersion Condition for ADE
and FDTD
3.4.1 Stability and Disperion Condition for FDTD
Stability Condition For FDTD
The FDTD discretization of Maxwells equations causes instability in the nu-
merical solution, causing it to accumulate with errors if the time and space
discretization steps are not chosen according to the following condition for two
dimensional discretization
∆t ≤ 1
c
1√
1
∆x2+∆y2
(3.9)
where ∆t, ∆x and ∆y are discretized steps in time and space respectively [44].
A different approach towards the stability of the FDTD algorithm is proposed
in [45], it is based on alternating-direction implicit method. It removes the con-
straint of CFL (Courant Friedrich Levy) condition at expanse of computational
complexity.
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Dispersion Condition For FDTD
The implementation of FDTD algorithm to solve Maxwell’s equation can be
viewed as embedding electromagnetic wave in a numerical ether (a numerical
medium which effect of dispersive material medium). The numerical ether causes
the electromagnetic propagation mode to accumulate delays and phase errors
resulting in non physical effects such as pulse broadening, ringing of single pulse
waveform, anisotropy and pseudo refraction. To avoid the problem of dispersion
effects at a given angle of propagation the grid density per wavelength should be
taken as 10(at least) [44] to resolve the principal wavelength of the propagation
mode. i.e.
∆x = ∆y ≤ λp
10
(3.10)
where λp is the minimum wavelength resolution required in the simulation do-
main .
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3.4.2 Stability and Dispersion Condition in ADE-FDTD
Stability Condition For ADE-FDTD
Extension of FDTD with ADE with Lorentz Dispersive media imposes further
restrictive condition on the time step discretization.
∆t ≤ τ
100
(3.11)
where τ is typical medium relaxation time or the minimum time scale charac-
teristic of the medium [46], it is the minimum of incident pulse time scale or
medium relaxation time scale. If the condition is not met the instability in the
system amplifies the noise which contaminates the results after several thousand
time steps.
Dispersion Condition For ADE-FDTD
For accuracy and to avoid non-physical dispersive behavior, space discretization
should be
∆x = ∆y ≤ λr
100
(3.12)
where λr is the minimum of the medium resonant frequencies [20].
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The Stability and Dispersion conditions for ADE are more restrictive than of
than the Stability and Dispersion conditions of FDTD. Being more restrictive
ensure greater accuracy of FDTD solution. The ADE-FDTD system together
is more dispersive than the standard FDTD and the accuracy of the system
depends on how well ADE-FDTD resolves smallest time scale and wavelength
in the system [46].
Chapter 4
Modeling of Quantum Structures
4.1 Lorentzian Function as Polarization
Lorentzian and Debye models are used extensively as polarization function for
non-linear, non-isotropic and dispersive medium modeling. It is shown in [47] by
selecting appropriate parameters number of materials (non-linear, non-isotropic
and dispersive medium) can be modeled by using set of Lorentzian functions.
Since media with complex  (ω) cannot be modeled using FDTD in Maxwell’s
equations as discussed previously, special schemes are needed for FDTD com-
putations to proceed. In this thesis work we are using ADE method with a
Lorentzian function to represent the polarization. For the FDTD simulation
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to be causal in time domain, the function which models the permittivity must
satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relation in the frequency domain [47]. The fre-
quency dependent permittivity function or electromagnetic polarization is mod-
eled or fitted using a Lorentzian function because it ensures causality, covers
a wide range of frequency spectrum and can be used efficiently in the FDTD
algorithm[47]. The complex permittivity
 (ω) = real (ω) + jimag (ω) (4.1)
of the gain medium is modeled using a set of Lorentzian functions. Where
real (ω) is related to the stored energy in the medium and imag (ω) is related
to the loss or gain in the medium depending on the the sign. The Lorentzian
function as electromagnetic polarization can be written as
D (ω) = or + P (ω) (4.2)
P (ω) =
a
b+ jcω − dω2E (ω) (4.3)
Where P (ω) is electromagnetic polarization, E (ω) is frequency dependent elec-
tric field, D (ω) is electric flux density,o is permittivity of free space, r is the
relative permittivity of the medium and a, b, c and d are Lorentzian function
parameters describing the polarization. The Lorentzian function in terms of
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permittivity can be written as
 (ω) = or +
a
b+ jcω − dω2 (4.4)
In the frequency domain the complex permittivity  (ω) is modeled in Maxwell’s
equations through the electromagnetic polarization as given in equation(4.3) As
per[38] central difference discretization of polarization in time domain results in
the following update equation.
P n = C1P
n−1 + C2P n−2 + C3En−1 (4.5)
where superscript n, n-1 and n-2 are current, first previous and second previous
time steps respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Maxwell’s Equation Solver and Lorentz Function Computation Se-
quence
The general sequence for the numerical solution of electromagnetic Maxwell’s
equations and gain material polarization through Lorentzian function parame-
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ters is as shown in figure(4.1).
4.2 Quantum Well Modeling
The physical analysis of semiconductor amplifier is determined by the optoelec-
tronic properties of the active medium, geometry and structure. Such a medium
is modeled by the using Maxwell’s equations with macroscopic polarization. In
case of solid state or gas it is possible to describe the active medium as a col-
lection of amplification or absorption entities (e.g. molecules, atoms) with just
two electronic energy levels; one energy level to couple resonant optical field
mode and other to describe the excitation or pumping of the system [48]. In
this section the focus is on modeling of quantum well, to study effects of the
medium on the field and the effect of the field on the medium. There are various
models to describe the physical media and the coherent process of stimulated
absorption or emission [49]. In this work the modeling of a quantum well active
medium is done with four level rate equation model(with two electronic energy
levels as described in figure(4.2)).
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4.2.1 Four Level Rate Equation Model
Figure 4.2: Four level rate equation model where spontaneous and stimulated
emissions occur between E1 and E2.
The carrier concentration dynamics of the four level are described by the fol-
lowing rate equations
dN3(t)
dt
=− N3
τ32
+WpN0
dN2(t)
dt
=
N3
τ32
− N2
τ21
+
1
~ωs
E(t).
dP (t)
dt
dN1(t)
dt
=
N2
τ21
− N1
τ10
− 1
~ωs
E(t).
dP (t)
dt
dN0(t)
dt
=
N1
τ10
−WpN0
(4.6)
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where,
Ni(i=0,1,2,3) is the population density of different energy levels,
τij are life times associated with transition energy levels from Ei to Ej,
ωs is the central frequency of the medium associated to energy transition,
ωs = (E1 − E1)/~,
Wp is the pumping rate of the medium,
~ is reduced planks constants,
and 1~ωsE(t).
dP (t)
dt
is the excitation or induced radiation rate depending on the
sign.
The link between the rate equation describing material properties and the elec-
tromagnetic field is made using classical electron oscillator (CEO) model [20].
The CEO model is governed by
d2P (t)
dt2
+ γCEO
dP (t)
dt
+ ω2P (t) = N
e2
m
E(t) (4.7)
where,
e is the charge of the electron,
m is mass of the electron,
N is the number of electrons per unit volume,
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E1 and E2 are energies involved in the transition,
ωa =
E2−E1
~ is the transition frequency with ~ as reduced planks constants. γCEO
is the classical energy decay rate given by
γCEO =
(
e2
m
)
ω2a
6pi0c3
(4.8)
The equation(4.8) accounts for radiative energy loss using in a classical(simple)
oscillating dipole model. However the real atomic transition could be different
from that of a classical case. To compensate the difference between real and
classical model an oscillator strength FOSC is used, which is defined as
FOSC =
γr
3γCEO
(4.9)
The factor of ’three’ is used because of assumption that atomic dipoles are
fully aligned with the applied field, but it can be altered to incorporate a more
complex condition [20]. This can be accommodated in the equation(4.7) by
interchanging e2/m with κ, which is defined as
κ = 3FOSC(
e2
m
) (4.10)
Equation(4.7) assumes that atomic dipoles are oscillating in phase. The real
atoms undergo dephasing which causes the destruction of coherence between
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individual dipole oscillators. The real atom also loses energy from non radiative
process. The total energy decay of the system can be described by linewidth of
transition (∆ωa), which is given by
∆ωa = γr + γnr +
2
T2
(4.11)
where γr,γnr and T2 are radiative, nonradiative and mean time between dephas-
ing events.
The collective response of the atoms depends on the relative number of atoms in
two energy levels and therefore the total number of oscillators in equation(4.7)
can be replaced by instantaneous population difference between two energy lev-
els, i.e. N → (N1 − N2) = ∆N(t). With all the changes discussed above the
real atomic transition can be described by modifying CEO model(4.7) to
d2P (t)
dt2
+ ∆ωa
dP (t)
dt
+ ω2P (t) = κ∆NE(t) (4.12)
where,
κ is the coupling coefficient between quantum rate equation model and electro-
magnetic equations.
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The equation(4.12) governs the polarization response of the material to the
applied field and hence also called as polarization equation.
4.2.2 Discretization and ADE-FDTD Solution
The equation(4.6) is discretized as follows;
Nn+13 =
2τ32 −∆t
2τ32 + ∆t
Nn3 + (
2τ32∆t
2τ32 + ∆t
)WpN
n
0
Nn+12 =
2τ21 −∆t
2τ21 + ∆t
Nn2 +
τ21∆t
2τ21 + ∆t
(
Nn+13 +N
n
3
τ32
) +
τ21∆t
2τ21 + ∆t
(En+1 + En).(P n+1 − P n)
~ωs∆t
Nn+11 =
2τ10 −∆t
2τ10 + ∆t
Nn1 +
τ10∆t
2τ10 + ∆t
(
Nn+12 +N
n
2
τ21
)− τ10∆t
2τ10 + ∆t
(En+1 + En).(P n+1 − P n)
~ωs∆t
(4.13)
The N0(ground state) is assumed to be very large in comparison to the popu-
lation density in other states and hence is a constant. The spatial location of
fields and carrier concentration are depicted in figure(4.3).
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Figure 4.3: Spatial location of Electric Field, Magnetic Field, Polarization and
carrier Density.
The dot product in equation(4.13) is made consistent in time by expanding it
as follows
En+1 =En+1x aˆx + E
n+1
y aˆy
En =Enx aˆx + E
n
y aˆy
(En+1 + En).(P n+1 − P n) =[(En+1xavg + Enxavg)(P n+1xavg − P nxavg) + (En+1yavg + Enyavg)(P n+1yavg − P nyavg)]
(4.14)
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Where aˆx and aˆy are unit vectors along x and y axis respectively. As the carrier
concentrations Ni(i=0,1,2,3) are defined at (i+1/2, j+1/2) the equation (4.13) is
made consistent in space by defining the quantities Enxavg, E
n
yavg, etc. as follows
Enxavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2) =
Enx (i+ 1/2, j) + E
n
x (i+ 1/2, j + 1)
2
Enyavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2) =
Eny (i, j + 1/2) + E
n
y (i+ 1, j + 1/2)
2
P nxavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2) =
P nx (i+ 1/2, j) + P
n
x (i+ 1/2, j + 1)
2
P nyavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2) =
P ny (i, j + 1/2) + P
n
y (i+ 1, j + 1/2)
2
(4.15)
Similarly the definition of En+1xavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2), E
n+1
yavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2),
P n+1xavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2) and P
n+1
yavg(i+ 1/2, j + 1/2).
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Figure 4.4: Computation and update sequence in well.
The algorithm sequence of the field, polarization and carrier concentration up-
date for the quantum well is explained in figure(4.4).
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4.3 Quantum Dash and Dot Modeling
Semiconductor optical amplifiers with a gain medium as quantum dash and
quantum dot have outstanding characteristics in camparision with quantum well
optical amplifier [50]. Quantum dots and quantum dashes are different from
quantum well because of 1)inhomogeneous gain broadening because of dot and
dash size (mainly because of the fluctuation in height [51]) inconsistencies in the
ensembles [52; 53], which results in broader optical bandwidth when compared
with quantum well 2) speedy gain recovery time which facilitates undistorted
amplification of very high speed signal and 3) multi signal amplification with no
cross talk [54]. Since the characteristics of quantum dash and quantum dot are
fundamentally different their modeling approach is also different from that of a
quantum well.
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Figure 4.5: Energy Diagram of Quantum Dot and Quantum Dash ensemble with
wetting layer and ground states of different dot or dash groups.
The assembly of quantum dots or dashes are divided into groups of ensembles
radiating at different optical resonance peak in the spectrum.
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Figure 4.6: Energy diagram of quantum dash active medium with SCH, WL
and GS energy states with time constants.
The gain medium of quantum dash or quantum dot semiconductor amplifier
(SOA) is modeled by a system configuration that couples a gain region (dot or
dash) with carrier reservoir (WL) [55; 56] as show in figure(4.5). Figure(4.6)
shows the energy level diagram of a structure with separately confined hetero-
geneous structure (SCH), wetting layer (WL) and quantum dash energy levels.
The bias current is pumped into SCH first then the current relaxes into WL
and then to the quantum dash groupd state (GS). The density of states (DOS)
of the quantum dot groups (each groups DOS is represented by delta function)
and wetting layer (WL) is show in figure(2.5) and similarly the DOS of quantum
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dash groups (each groups DOS is represented by quantum wire like DOS) and
wetting layer (WL) is shown in figure(2.4).
Figure 4.7: Details on the intra dash energy levels of quantum dash density of
states.
Only the ground states (GS) of quantum dashes and dots are considered because
no conspicuous emission is observed from the excited states because the wetting
layer is energetically close to the exited states of quantum dashes or dots and
hence excited carriers thermalize rapidly inhibiting emission [57].
M group of quantum dashes or dots and N intra dash energy levels with ∆Ej as
energy difference between adjacent dash or dot group and with ∆Ek intra dash
energy difference are considered as for model as depicted in figure (4.7).
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carrier capture and escape time from the wetting layer (WL) to the quantum
dash groups are depicted in figure(4.5).
The gain in the active region of quantum dash or dot is defined by the following
equation
gj,km =
2pie2~ND|Mcv|2
Ecv
(2Pj,k − 1)Gj,kB(Em − Ej,k) (4.16)
where,
ND = Ndh
√
2m∗e/pi2~2
√
Ej,N+1 − Ej,0 (4.17)
is the volumetric Density Of State (DOS) with Ndh as dash density cross section
and m∗e as effective mass of electron in the active region, |Mcv|2 is transition
matrix,
Pj,k = Nj,k/2DgNDVAGj,k (4.18)
is probability of occupation of the Nj,k population of carriers in the E
th
j,k dash
group,
B(Em − Ej,k) is the Lorentzian homogeneous broadening and is defined as
B(Em − Ej,k) = ~Γhomg/2pi
(Em − Ej,k)2 + (~Γhomg/2)2 (4.19)
with ~Γhomg as Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM), and withEj,k and Em(longitudinal
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photon modes) defined as
Ej,k = Ecv − (M − j)∆Ej + k∆Ek (4.20)
and with Ecv as central transition energy of the dash group,
Em = Ecvp − (M −m)∆Em (4.21)
m = 0, 1, 2....2Mp, Ecvp is the central photon energy mode and Em = ch/2naL
(na is active region refractive index),
Gj,k Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening which results due to quantum dash
properties fluctuations more predominantly because of height is defined as
Gj,k =
1√
2piξ0
exp
[
(Ej,0 − Ecv)2
2ξ2
]
dEj
√
Ej,k+1 − Ej,0 −
√
Ej,k − Ej,0√
Ej,N+1 − Ej,0
(4.22)
(as shown in figure(2.4))
is the Gaussian inhomogeneous broadening which results due to quantum dot
properties fluctuations with delta functions as DOS is defined as
Gj,k =
1√
2piξ0
exp
[
(Ej,0 − Ecv)2
2ξ2
]
(4.23)
(as shown in figure(2.5))
with Γinhom = 2.35ξ0 as FWHM and Gj,k is normalized (
∑
j,kGj,k = 1).
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The carrier concentrations occupation dynamics quantum dash groups in differ-
ent energy levels as shown in fig (2.4) are governed by the following equations
dNw
dt
=
ηiI
e
+
∑
j
∑
k
Nj,k
τ j,kesc
− Nw
¯τcap
− Nw
τw
(4.24)
dNj,k
dt
=
NwGj,k
τ j,kcap
− Nj,k
τ j,kesc
− Nj,k
τD
− cΓ
na
∑
m
gj,km Sm (4.25)
where, NW is the carrier concentration in the wetting layer, Nj,k is the carrier
concentrations in the different quantum dash groups as show in figure(2.4), ηi is
internal quantum efficiency, I is the injection current, ¯τcap is the average carrier
relaxation time from the wetting layer (WL) to the ground states (GS) of the
different quantum dash groups, Sm is the population density of the photons,
τ j,kcap is the carrier relaxation time from from wetting layer to different quantum
dash groups GS and is calculated as
1
¯τcap
=
∑
j
∑
k
Gj,k
τ j,kcap
=
∑
j
∑
k
(1− Pj,k)Gj,k
τcapo
(4.26)
τ j,kesc is the carrier escape time from different quantum dash groups GS to the
wetting layer and is defined as
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1
τ j,kesc
=
1
τ j,kesco
[
1− Nw
2DwVw
]
(4.27)
with the defination of τ j,kesco as
τ j,kesco =
[
DGNDVA
DWVW
]
τcapoexp
[
EWL − Ej,k
kT
]
(4.28)
where, DG is the degeneracy of quantum dash GS,
DW is the volumentric density of state (DOS) of the wetting layer(WL),
EWL is the wetting layer (WL) energy level,
VA and VW are the volumes of active region and wetting layer respectively and
are calculated as VA = 0.75LWdashhdashNlyr and VWL = wWLLhWLNlyr with
Nlyr as number of quantum dash stacking layers,
hdash and are the height and width of the quantum dashes respectively,
L and W being the length and width of the active region,
wWL and hWL are the width and height of the wetting layer (WL) respectively,
k is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature of active region .
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4.3.1 Discretization and Computational Sequence
The quantum dash rate equations(4.24,4.24) are discretized using leap frog
method as follows
Nn+1w = N
n−1
w + 2∆t
[∑
j
∑
k
Nnj,k
τ j,kesc
− N
n
w
¯τcap
− N
n
w
τw
+
ηiI
e
]
(4.29)
Nn+1j,k = N
n−1
j,k + 2∆t
[
Gj,k
Nnw
τ j,kcap
− N
n
j,k
τ j,kesc
− N
n
w
τD
− cΓ
na
∑
m
gj,km Sm
]
(4.30)
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Figure 4.8: Computational sequence in quantum dash gain region.
The computation sequence to update the rate equations(4.29,4.30), to fit com-
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puted gain of the quantum dash region to the Lorentzian function and to com-
pute ADE-FDTD method with the fitted parameters are shown in figure(4.8).
Chapter 5
Simulation Results
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5.1 Quantum Well Results
The quantum well gain medium is embedded in a perfectly metallic waveguide
as shown in figure(5.1).
Figure 5.1: Perfectly metallic waveguide with quantum well gain medium .
The simulation parameter ([23]) of for the Si-nc (silicon nanocrystals) quantum
gain medium are given in the table(5.1).
The discretized equations(4.13) with ∆t = 10−17s and with quantum well pa-
rameters mentioned in the table(5.1) are run for 1ns without input signal and
following steady state carrier concentrations in four levels (as shown in 4.2) are
obtained (pumping rate used is Wp = 1× 108s−1)
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Table 5.1: Si-nc quantum well parameters.
Pump wavelength (nm) 532
Absorption cross-section σp(cm
2) 10−14
Emission cross-section σs(cm
2) 3× 10−16
Si-nc concentration Ntot(m
−3) 6× 1024
Emission wavelength λ (nm) 750
Emission spectrum linewidth λlw (nm) 200
τ10 (s) 10
−15
τ21 (s) 10
−5
τ32 (s) 10
−15
Refractive index of Si-ncs 1.9 + i0.0014
Refractive index of SiO2 1.454
Table 5.2: Steady state carrier concentrations in the four level model.
carrierConcentration V alue
N0 (m
3) 6× 1024
N1 (m
3) 1.51115205× 1013
N2 (m
3) 1.51115727× 1023
N3 (m
3) 5.99996623E × 1017
The real and imaginary part of complex permittivity
s = or +
a
b+jcω−dω2
are plotted in figure(5.2) and figure(5.3) for the parameter values mentioned in
the tabel(5.3).
In the table(5.3) nr is the real part of the complex refractive index and N12 =
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Table 5.3: Complex permittivity parameters for quantum well.
r n
2
r
a c0
√
rσs∆ωlwN12
b (2pic/λ)2
c 2pic/λlw
d 1
0.91Ntot .
Figure 5.2: Real part of the complex permittivity of gain medium.
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Figure 5.3: Imaginary part of the complex permittivity of gain medium.
Figure 5.4: Propagation of Gaussian pulse in the quantum well gain medium
(enclosed between the vertical lines).
The figure(5.5) shows the stimulated emission in the quantum well gain medium
in response to the low amplitude (1V/M) Gaussian pulse figure(5.4).
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Figure 5.5: Stimulated emission in waveguide due to low amplitude input Gaus-
sian pulse.
The amount of stimulated emission is very less to effect the carrier concentrations
in the four level model and hence it does not affect the gain.
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Figure 5.6: Stimulated emission in waveguide because of high amplitude input
Gaussian pulse.
The stimulated emission figure(5.6) for the high amplitude (106V/m) Gaussian
pulse is very high in comparison with low amplitude figure(5.5). But it is not
high enough to effect the carrier concentration N2 (because N2 as shown in
table(5.2) is even larger).Hence even the high amplitude Gaussian pulse does not
affect the carrier levels in one pass (unlike in cavity, where multiple reflection
inside the cavity makes the stimulated emission a very huge quantity).
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Figure 5.7: Low amplitude Gaussian pulse at point after 10µm distance inside
the quantum well gain medium.
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Figure 5.8: High amplitude Gaussian pulse at point after 10µm distance inside
the quantum well gain medium.
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Figure 5.9: Low amplitude Gain spectrum at point after 10µm distance inside
the quantum well gain medium.
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Figure 5.10: High amplitude Gain spectrum at point after 10µm distance inside
the quantum well gain medium.
As shown in figures(5.9,5.10) the amplification factor after a distance of 10µm
is found to be 1.023 which in agreement with results in [23].
5.2 Quantum Dash and Quantum Dot Results
5.2.1 Modeling Results
The rate equations(4.29,4.30) are run for 9ns with ∆t = 10−15s using the quan-
tum dash/dot parameters mentioned in the paper [37] and these parameters are
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Table 5.4: InAs/InP Quantum Dash parameters.
mass electron me(kg) 9.11e-31
Effective mass of electron mo(kg) 0.04me
Refractive index of active region nr) 3.5
Number of Dash layers 4
Height of dash(nm) 1.5
Width of dash(nm) 20
Length of Cavity(µm) 10
β 1e− 4
Dg 1
Dw(m
−3) 1.8e25
Nd(m
−3) 5e23
τcapo(s) 2e− 12
Ecv (mev) 805
∆E(mev) 0.354
Number of dash groups M 181
Number of modes 105
Number of intra Dash energylevels kmax 50
Pumping Current(mA) 56.1
listed in the table(5.4).
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Figure 5.11: Carrier concentrations (Nw) of wetting layer as function of time.
The energy diagram of wetting layer and different dash/dot groups are shown
in figure(4.5). The change in the carrier concentration of the wetting layer Nw
as function of time is shown in figure(5.11) above. The steady state is reached
after 900fs.
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Figure 5.12: Carrier concentrations (Njk) of four different dash groups as func-
tion of time.
The carrier concentrations Njk in four different dash groups as function of time
is show in figure(5.12).
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Figure 5.13: Homogeneous broadening of four different dash groups for all k
(k = 0, 1, ..kmax).
Homogeneous broadening in four different dash groups with central energy (mev)
is show in figure(5.13)
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Figure 5.14: Carrier concentrations (Njk) of four different dash groups for all k
(k = 0, 1, ..kmax).
After steady state is reached, the carrier concentration of all intra dash en-
ergy levels (shown in figure(4.7)) of four different dash groups are shown in
figure(5.14).
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Figure 5.15: Probability of occupation (Pjk) of four different dash groups for all
k (k = 0, 1, ..kmax).
The variations in the probability of occupation in four dash groups for all intra
dash energy levels (shown in figure(4.7)) is depicted in figure(5.15).
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Figure 5.16: Capture time (tcapjk) of four different dash groups for all k (k =
0, 1, ..kmax).
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Figure 5.17: Escape time (tjkesc) of four different dash groups for all k (k =
0, 1, ..kmax).
Similarly the variation in the capture and escape time in four dash groups for all
intra dash energy levels (shown in figure(4.7)) is explained in figures(5.16,5.17).
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Figure 5.18: Steady state InAs/InP quantum dash gain vs wavelength.
The final gain of the quantum dash group ensemble is obtained as shown in
figure(5.18). The gain obtained by this model is consistent with results presented
in the paper [37; 58].
Figure 5.19: Steady state InAs/InP quantum dot gain vs wavelength.
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In a similar way the final gain of the quantum dot group ensemble is obtained
as shown in figure(5.19).
5.2.2 Fitting Lorentzian parameters
To fit the gain profile of InAs/InP quantum dash/dot to the Lorentzian pa-
rameters (a,b,c and d as shown in the table(5.5)) for the ADE-FDTD model,
the gain profile obtained must be multiplied with a coupling factor before com-
mencing the fitting procedure . In case of InAs/InP quantum dashes/dots the
coupling factor is found to be coupFac = 3.124583194 × 10−17 . For fitting
the gain of quantum dash/dot ensemble to the Lorentzian parameters nonlinear
curve fitting method ’lsqcurvefit’ of the Matlab is used with ’TolFun’,10−200 and
’TolX’,10−200 to minimize the error.
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Figure 5.20: Fitting InAs/InP quantum dash steady state gain to the Lorentzian
function.
The fitting results are explained in figure(5.20) above. The complex permittivity
s = or+
a
b+jcω−dω2 can be determined once the fitting results are obtained. The
real and imaginary parts of complex permittivity are shown in figure(5.21,5.22)
.
Table 5.5: Complex permittivity parameters for InAs/InP quantum dash.
r 3.5
2
a −1.090936× 1016
b 1.55× 1030
c 6.90000× 1013
d 1.0320385
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Figure 5.21: Real part of the complex permittivity of the quantum dash medium
vs wavelength.
Figure 5.22: Real part of the complex permittivity of the quantum dash medium
vs wavelength.
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Figure 5.23: Fitting InAs/InP quantum dot steady state gain to the Lorentzian
function.
Similarly the steady state gain expression of the InAs/InP quantum dot are
obtained and fitted into the Lorentzian parameters and the results obtained are
shown in figures(5.24,5.25).
Table 5.6: Complex permittivity parameters for InAs/InP quantum dot.
r 3.5
2
a −1.0820304× 1016
b 1.55× 1030
c 6.99000× 1013
d 1.020196
The real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity for the InAs/InP
quantum dots with the parameters mentioned in the table (5.6) are show in
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figures(5.24,5.25).
Figure 5.24: Real part of complex permittivity of quantum dot medium vs
wavelength.
Figure 5.25: Real part of complex permittivity of quantum dot medium vs
wavelength.
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5.2.3 Dielectric waveguide
To analyze the gain properties, the quantum dash/dot gain medium is placed in
a dielectric waveguide as shown in figure(5.26).
Figure 5.26: Dielectric waveguide with quantum Dash/Dot gain medium.
The mode (figure(5.27)) is multiplied with the frequency corresponding to the
wavelength 1.55µm to enter it into the waveguide.
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Figure 5.27: The mode which is inserted into the dielectric waveguides.
The pulses propagating in the gain medium (quantum dash/dot) are shown in
figures (5.28,5.29)
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Figure 5.28: Gaussian pulse propagating in the dielectric waveguide with quan-
tum dash gain medium of length 10µm.
Figure 5.29: Gaussian pulse propagating in the dielectric waveguide with quan-
tum dot gain medium of length 10µm.
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The electric fields inside the dielectric waveguide after traversing a distance of
10µm in the gain medium (quantum dash/dot) is shown in figures(5.30,5.31)
Figure 5.30: Gaussian pulse after traveling 10µm distance with and without
quantum dash gain medium.
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Figure 5.31: Gaussian pulse after traveling 10µm distance with and without
quantum dot gain medium.
The gain spectrum of the Gaussian pulse with and without gain medium (quan-
tum dash/dot) are shown in figures (5.32,5.33).
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Figure 5.32: Frequency spectrum of the Gaussian pulse after traveling 10µm
distance, with and without the quantum dash gain medium.
The gain observed at the wavelength 1.535µm in the spectrum (figure(5.32)) is
1.04094 or 4094M−1 whereas the expected gain is 1.04121 (figure(5.18)). The
error observed is 0.026 % which is considerably very low and shows the accuracy
of the model.
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Figure 5.33: Frequency spectrum of the Gaussian pulse after traveling 10µm
distance, with and without the quantum dot gain medium.
Similarly in the case of quantum dot, the gain observed at 1.535µm in the
spectrum (figure(5.33)) is 1.0397793 or 3977.93M−1 where as the expected gain
is 1.03998 (figure(5.19)). The error percentage observed is 0.019% which is again
very low.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
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6.1 Conclusion
Modeling of quantum dashes is complicated because of the number of param-
eters involved. ADE-FDTD implementation is even more complicated both
computationally and conceptually. In this thesis we have attempted to model a
simplified case of quantum dashes/dots using ADE-FDTD . ADE-FDTD model-
ing of quantum well using the general algorithm [38] is proposed and discussed.
After developing the well model the method is extended to model the dynamics
of InAs/InP quantum dots and quantum dashes. The ADE-FDTD small signal
analysis of quantum dash/dots is done after allowing the carrier concentrations
in all dash/dot groups to reach the steady state. In the well model the effect of
the medium on the field and the effect of the field on the medium are considered.
However in the modeling of dash/dot the focus of the thesis was to study the
effect of the dash/dot medium on the field using small signals but not vice-versa.
The important objectives achieved in the thesis are listed below
• Good amount of literature survey on the nature of Quantum Well, Quan-
tum Dots and Quantum Dashes as gain media is presented.
• The rate equation modeling of Quantum Well, Quantum Dots and Quan-
tum Dashes is analyzed and new algorithms are presented to model them
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using the ADE-FDTD method.
• The formulated FDTD equations to include gain in the propagation me-
dia (Quantum Well, Quantum Dots and Quantum Dashes) using Auxiliary
Differential Equation (ADE) and general algorithm [38] with two dimen-
sional Maxwell’s equations are studied extensively for the stability and
efficiency.
• The developed multidimensional simulator is used to study and analyze
time and frequency domain dynamics.
• Important conclusions were presented.
6.2 Future Work
In the thesis we have attempted to model quantum dashes/dots using a simple
ADE-FDTD approach for small signal analysis by fitting the parameters involved
using a Lorentzian function . The model can be improved by extending it to
consider the effect of field on the carrier concentration of the dash/dot groups
for the large signal analysis. This extension will require a greater conceptual
understanding of dash/dot dynamic behavior and good amount of computational
power to solve the number of equations involved in parallel. Once the model
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is perfected it will be of very good use to study the dynamics of 1D and 0D
quantum structures, which is of paramount importance in the photonic industry
these days. The model can also be extended to study the optical dynamics in
laser cavities.
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